
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 96, iss. 5, pp. 320 { 327 c 2012 September 10Charmed penguin versus BAUA.D.Dolgov+���, S. I.Godunov+�r, A.N.Rozanov4, M. I. Vysotsky+ � r+ Alikhanov Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, Russia�Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia�Dipartimento di Fisica, Universit�a degli Studi di Ferrara, I-44100 Ferrara, Italy�Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Ferrara, I-44100 Ferrara, ItalyrAll-Russian Scienti�c Research Institute of Automatics, 101000 Moscow, Russia4CPPM IN2P3-CNRS-Universite de Mediterranee, Marseille, FranceSubmitted 26 July 2012Since the Standard Model most probably cannot explain the large value of CP asymmetries recently ob-served in D-meson decays we propose the fourth quark-lepton generation explanation of it. As a byproductweakly mixed leptons of the fourth generation make it possible to save the baryon number of the Universe fromerasure by sphalerons. An impact of the 4th generation on BBN is briey discussed.1. Introduction. Recently LHCb collaboration hasmeasured the unexpectedly large CP violating asymme-tries in D ! �+�� and D ! K+K� decays [1]:�ALHCbCP � ACP(K+K�)� ACP(�+��) == [�0:82� 0:21(stat:)� 0:11(syst:)]%; (1)whereACP(�+��) = �(D0 ! �+��)� �( �D0 ! �+��)�(D0 ! �+��) + �( �D0 ! �+��) (2)and ACP(K+K�) is de�ned analogously.This result was later con�rmed by CDF collabora-tion, which obtained [2]:�ACDFCP = [�0:62� 0:21(stat:)� 0:10(syst:)]%: (3)The most important question concerning experimen-tal results (1) and (3) is whether in the Standard Modelthe CP-violation (CPV) in these decays can be as largeas 0.5{1%.In the Standard Model the CPV in D( �D) ! �+��decays originates from the interference of the tree andpenguin diagrams shown in Fig. 1. For D( �D)! K+K�decays d-quarks in these diagrams should be substitutedby s-quarks.It is convenient to present the penguin diagram con-tribution toD ! �+�� decay amplitude in the followingform [3]:VcdV �udf(md) + VcsV �usf(ms) + VcbV �ubf(mb) ==VcdV �ud[f(md)� f(ms)] + VcbV �ub[f(mb)� f(ms)]; (4)attributing the �rst term to the tree amplitude and con-sidering the second term only as the penguin amplitude.
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Fig. 1. Quark diagrams describing D �! �+�� decay inthe Standard Model. A wavy line denotes W -boson, acurly line { gluonIn the case of D ! K+K� decay the following pre-sentation is useful [3]:VcdV �udf(md) + VcsV �usf(ms) + VcbV �ubf(mb) ==VcsV �us[f(ms)� f(md)] + VcbV �ub[f(mb)� f(md)]; (5)where the �rst term is attributed to the tree amplitudewhile the second one is the penguin amplitude.Denoting the absolute values of D ! �+�� decayamplitudes by T and P we get:A�+�� = T �1 + PT ei(��)� ;�A�+�� = T �1 + PT ei(�+)� ; (6)where � stands for the di�erence of the strong interac-tion phases of the tree and the penguin amplitudes, while � 700 is the phase of Vub (the product VcdV �ud as well asVcb are practically real in the standard parametrizationof the CKM matrix).320 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



Charmed penguin versus BAU 321From Eq. (6) for the CPV asymmetry we obtain:ACP(�+��) = 2PT sin � sin ; (7)where in the denominator of (2) we neglect the termsof the order of P=T and (P=T )2 which is a very goodapproximation because P=T � jVcbV �ubj=Vcd � 1. Heresin  is close to unity and we use this value in whatfollows.Let us present an argument demonstrating that �can also be close to 900. The tree diagram gives domi-nant contribution to the D ! �� decay rates. The cor-responding to it 4-fermion Hamiltonian has parts withisospin 1/2 and 3/2. That is why the produced �-mesonmay have isospin zero or two. So three decay proba-bilities, D+ ! �+�0, D0 ! �+��, and D0 ! �0�0,depend on the absolute values of the decay amplitudesA0 and A2 and their strong phases di�erence �0 � �2.From the experimentally measured branching ratios [4]:Br(D+ ! �+�0) = [12:6� 0:9] � 10�4;Br(D0 ! �0�0) = [8:0� 0:8] � 10�4;Br(D0 ! �+��) = [13:97� 0:26] � 10�4 (8)we �nd for the phase di�erence of the amplitudes withI = 0 and I = 2: j�0 � �2j = 860 � 40: (9)In Eq. (7) � stands for the di�erence of the strong phasesof penguin amplitude which has I = 1=2 and producespions with I = 0 and tree amplitude, which has partswith I = 1=2 and I = 3=2 and produces pions with I = 0and I = 2, that is why � 6= �0 � �2. Nevertheless Eq. (9)demonstrates that � can be large, and so we substitutesin � = 1 into Eq. (7).In the limit of U -spin (d $ s interchange) symme-try the tree amplitude of D( �D)! K+K� decay di�ersby sign from that of D( �D) ! �+�� decay, while thepenguin amplitudes of these decays are equal, that iswhy ACP(K+K�) = �ACP(�+��): (10)However since [4]Br(D0 ! K+K�) = [39:4� 0:7] � 10�4; (11)we obtain from Eq. (8) that jAK+K�=A�+�� j ' 1:7 andU -spin symmetry is heavily broken in D decays. Nev-ertheless let us suppose that (10) is not badly violated,so �nally we get: �ACP = 4P=T: (12)

Now let us try to understand if in the Standard Modelwe can obtain P=T = 1:8 � 10�3; (13)which is needed to reproduce the average value of theLHCb and CDF results.2. D ! ��: charmed penguin. Though thefour-fermion quark Hamiltonian responsible for thesedecays is known, strong interactions does not allowto make an exact calculation of the decay amplitudes.What can be done is an estimate of the decay ampli-tudes with the help of factorization. Let us start fromthe tree diagram shown in Fig. 1a which dominates inthe decay amplitude:T=GFp2Vcdh�+��j�d�(1 + 5)c�u�(1 + 5)djD0i ���23[�s(mc)=�s(MW )]�2=b++13[�s(mc)=�s(MW )]4=b� ; (14)where the last factor originates from the summation ofthe gluon exchanges in the leading logarithmic approx-imation. Substituting into it b = 11 � 2=3Nf = 23=3,�s(MW ) = 0:12, �s(mc) = 0:3 we �nd that the factor inthe curly brackets is close to one, f:::g = 1:1. Factorizingthe decay amplitude we obtain:T = 1:1GFp2Vcdh�+j�u�(1 + 5)dj0i �� h��j�d�(1 + 5)cjD0i == 1:1GFp2Vcdf�k1� �� [f�+(0)(p+ k2)� + f��(0)(p� k2)�] == 1:1GFp2Vcdf�f�+(0)m2D; (15)where k1 and k2 are the momenta of the produced �-mesons, p is the D-meson momentum and we neglectm2� in comparison with m2D.The value of the D0 ! �+e+� transition formfactorat q2 = 0 can be found in Ref. [4]:f�+(0)jVcdj = 0:152� 0:005; f�+(0) = 0:66; (16)and for the decay width we obtain:�theorD!�+�� = G2F2 [1:1Vcdf�+(0)f�m2D]216�mD = 6:2 � 109 s�1;(17)where f� = 130 MeV was used.2 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



322 A.D.Dolgov, S. I. Godunov, A.N.Rozanov, M. I. VysotskyFrom the branching ratio of the D0 ! �+�� decay(8) and D0-meson mean life, �D0 = 0:41 � 10�12 s, we�nd: �expD!�+�� = 3:4 � 109 s�1: (18)So the naive factorization overestimates the decay am-plitude by the factor p6:2=3:4 � 1:4.Calculating the D ! K+K� decay probability weobtain:�theorD!K+K� = �fKf� fK+ (0)f�+(0) �2 �theorD!�+�� = 12:2 � 109 s�1;(19)where we substituted fK=f� = 1:27 and fK+ (0) = 0:73taken from Ref. [4].From Eq. (11) it follows:�expD!K+K� = 9:6 � 109 s�1; (20)so the factorization overestimates the decay amplitudeby the factor p12:2=9:6 = 1:1.We see that in the case of the tree diagrams the ac-curacy of the factorization approximation is very good.Let us make a brief remark on the D ! K0 �K0 decay.At the tree level it proceeds through the diagram withW -boson exchange in t-channel, so it should be sup-pressed. Even more, c�u ! d�d and c�u ! s�s amplitudesinterfere destructively and in the U -spin symmetry limittheir sum is zero [5]. According to experimental data[4]:Br(D0!K0 �K0) = 4Br(D0!2K0S) = (6:8� 1:2) � 10�4;(21)which is approximately 6 times smaller than Br(D !! K+K�). It means that the decay amplitude issmaller than that to charged kaons by factor 2.5. Thisunexpectedly small suppression may indicate that largedistance e�ects like D0 ! K�+K�� ! K0 �K0 rescatter-ing can be important.The four-fermion QCD penguin amplitude which de-scribes D ! �+�� decay looks like:H(P ) = GFp2VcbV �ub�s(mc)12� �� ln�mbmc�2 [�u�(1 + 5)�c)](�d��d) == GFp2VcbV �ub�s(mc)12� �� ln�mbmc�2 f[�u�(1 + 5)d][�d�(1 + 5)c]�� 2�u(1� 5)d�d(1 + 5)cg � 89 ; (22)

where � are the Gell-Mann SU(3) matrices and we usethe Fierz identities:�ab�cd = �2=3�ab�cd + 2�ad�bc;� �(1+5)'���(1+5)� = � �(1+5)����(1+5)';� �(1+5)'���(1�5)� = �2� (1�5)���(1+5)':Also the identity h�+j�uaOdbj0i = 1=3�abh�+j�uOdj0i,where O � �5 or 5, was used.Calculating the matrix element in the factorizationapproximation with the help of the equations of motionfor quark �elds we �nd:P = GFp2 jVcbV �ubj�s(mc)12� ln�mbmc�2 �� 89f�f�+(0)m2D �1 + 2m2�mc(mu +md)� : (23)Dividing it by the experimental value of the tree ampli-tude and using Eq. (15) we obtain:P=T = 1:41:1 � 89 jVcbV �ubjjVcdj �s(mc)12� �� ln�mbmc�2 �1 + 2m2�mc(mu +md)� : (24)Substituting jVcdj = 0:23, jVubj = 3:9 � 10�3, Vcb == 41�10�3, �s(mc) = 0:3,mb = 4:5GeV,mc = 1:3GeV,mu +md = 6MeV we come to:P=T � 9 � 10�5: (25)Comparing it with Eq. (13) we see that in order to �tthe experimental data on �ACP the penguin amplitudeshould be enhanced by the factor 20 in comparison withwhat factorization gives. Concerning the tree ampli-tudes, we have found in this section that factorizationresult di�ers from the experimental value by the factor1.4 in the case of D ! �+�� decay and by 1.1 in thecase of D ! K+K� decay. In the next two sectionswe will study how accurate is the factorization approx-imation to the penguin amplitudes in B- and K-mesondecays.3. B ! �K: beautiful penguin. Bu ! �+K0decay is described by the penguin amplitude shown inFig. 2.The Hamiltonian responsible for this decay lookslike:̂H = GFp2VtbV �ts(c3O3 + c4O4 + c5O5 + c6O6); (26)VtbV �ts is substituted for VcbV �cs + VubV �us (the contribu-tion of a loop with the virtual t-quark is negligible) and�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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dFig. 2. Bu ! �+K0 decay proceeds through the penguinamplitude onlyO3 = �s�(1 + 5)b�d�(1 + 5)d;O4 = �sa�(1 + 5)bc�dc�(1 + 5)da;O5 = �s�(1 + 5)b�d�(1� 5)d;O6 = �sa�(1 + 5)bc�dc�(1� 5)da; (27)where a; c = 1; 2; 3 are the color indexes.Using the Fierz identities as well as hK0j�saOdbj0i == 13�abhK0j�sOdj0i identity we obtain:Ĥ = GFp2VtbV �ts[a4�s�(1 + 5)d�d�(1 + 5)b�� 2a6�s(1� 5)d�d(1 + 5)b]; (28)where a4 = 13c3 + c4, a6 = 13c5 + c6. Calculating thematrix element in the factorization approximation weobtain:M = GFp2VtbV �tsfKf+(0)m2B �a4 + a6 2m2Kmbms� ; (29)where in the leading logarithmic approximation the fol-lowing approximate equation is valid:a4 = a6 = ��s(mb)12� ln�MWmb �2 � �0:03; (30)while at NLO approximation from Table 1 of [6] weobtain: a4 = �0:031, a6 = �0:042. Substitutingms = 100MeV, mb = 4:5GeV we �nd:�fact(Bu!�+K0) = G2FjVtsj232� f2Kf2+(0)m3B(0:076)2 == 4:1 � 106 s�1; (31)where Vts = 39 � 10�3 and f+(0) = 0:25 from [4] wasused. The experimental result is:�exp(Bu!�+K0) = 14 � 106 s�1: (32)So, the factorization result is enhanced by the factorP=Pfact =p14=4:1 = 1:8: (33)The numerical value of the penguin amplitude is im-portant in the calculation of CP asymmetries in B !! �K and B ! �� decays [7].

4. K ! ��: strange penguin. s ! d penguintransition changes the isospin by 1/2 in this way ex-plaining the famous �I = 1=2 rule in K ! �� decays.The calculation of the KS ! �+�� decay amplitudegenerated by the penguin transition using the factor-ization underestimates the amplitude by the factor 2{3according to Refs. [6, 8].In view of the results for B andK decays we can cau-tiously assume that for D ! �+�� decay the factoriza-tion calculation underestimates the penguin amplitudeat most by factor 5 leading to:��AtheorCP �SM . 0:2%: (34)Thus the following alternative emerges: either the exper-imental results are wrong or New Physics is found. Ofcourse we cannot determine what kind of new particlesand interactions are responsible for large CPV asymme-try in D ! �+�� (K+K�) decays. However, in thenext section we will propose the straightforward gener-alization of the Standard Model in which large CPV inD decays can be explained.5. The fourth generation: enhancement ofCPV in D decays. As it was stated in paper [9]the introduction of the fourth quark-lepton generationmay easily remove Standard Model upper bound (34)matching the experimental results [1, 2]. In the case ofthe fourth generation the additional term with the in-termediate b0 quark should be added to the expressionfor the penguin amplitude. In this way expression (4) issubstituted by:VcdV �udf(md) + VcsV �usf(ms) + VcbV �ubf(mb) ++ Vcb0Vub0f(mb0) = VcdV �ud[f(md)� f(ms)] ++ VcbV �ub[f(mb)� f(ms)] ++ Vcb0Vub0 [f(mb0)� f(ms)]; (35)where the unitarity of 4�4 quark mixing matrix is used.According to the experimental constraints from the di-rect searches of the fourth generation quarks b0 shouldweigh several hundreds GeV, that is why f(mb0) is smalland can be neglected just as it is done with t-quark con-tribution to b! s penguin, see the remark after Eq. (26).In order to enhance SM contribution to the penguin am-plitude we should suppose that the term Vcb0Vub0f(ms)dominates.Then the enhancement of ACP in the case of thefourth generation is equal to:P4PSM = ln(mW =mc)ln(mb=mc) jVcb0V �ub0 jjVcbVubj sin(argVcb0V �ub0 )sin  �� 3:3 3 � 10�41:5 � 10�4 � 6; (36)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 2�



324 A.D.Dolgov, S. I. Godunov, A.N.Rozanov, M. I. Vysotskywhere in the last equality we use the allowed values ofthe product jVcb0V �ub0 j sin(argVcb0Vub0) taken from Fig. 1of paper [10] 1). So we see that the enhancement neces-sary to describe the experimental data on �ACP can beachieved in the case of the fourth generation.6. Saving baryon number by long-lived fourthgeneration neutrino. If weakly mixed particles ex-ist, then the sphaleron processes can create the baryonasymmetry of the universe [11]. As it is noted inRef. [12], the long-lived fourth generation particles savebaryon asymmetry generated in the early universe fromerasure by the sphaleron transitions. The sphalerontransitions conserve B�L, thus, if in the early universeB0 = L0 6= 0 is generated, then the �nal baryon andlepton asymmetries being proportional to B�L are com-pletely erased. If the fourth generation particles weaklymix with three quark-lepton generations of the StandardModel, then two additional quantities are conserved:B4�L4 and L�3L4, where B4 and L4 are the densitiesof baryons and leptons of the fourth generation, whileB and L are the densities of baryons and leptons ofthree light generations. In Ref. [12] initial asymmetriesB0 = L0 = 3� and B04 = L04 = 0 were chosen andsince L � 3L4 = 3� 6= 0, the total baryonic numberdensity, B+B4, being proportional to a linear superpo-sition of conserved quantities is nonzero at the sphaleronfreeze-out temperature. After the sphaleron freeze-outB+B4 is conserved in comoving volume and is equal tothe present day baryon density of the Universe. How-ever, if heavy baryons of the 4th generation do not de-cay prior to big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), the lightbaryon number density at BBN could be di�erent fromthat determined from the angular uctuations of CMB.The impact of this e�ect on the light element abundancesis discussed below.For such a scenario to occur the lifetimes of thefourth generation quarks and leptons should be at leastlarger than the Universe age at the sphaleron freeze-out:�4 > MPl=T 2sph � 10�10 s. For the mixing angles in thecase of b0 ! (c; u)W decay it gives � < 10�8 [12], muchsmaller than what we need to explain the large CPV inD-decays, see Eq. (36).So in our case quarks of the fourth generation shouldbe much stronger mixed with quarks of three light gen-erations. However, let us suppose that leptons of thefourth generation are weakly mixed with the leptons ofthree light generations. Let us introduce the total baryondensity, B0 � B + B4, and take the initial conditions1)Let us stress that the logarithmic (log (mW =mc)) enhance-ment originates not from the diagram with the intermediate b0quark but from the term f(ms).

analogous to those in Ref. [12]: B00 = L0 = 3� andL04 = 0. We can choose four independent chemical po-tentials as: �uL , �W , �NL and � � ��e+���+��� , whichare the chemical potentials for the upper type quarks,W -bosons, 4G neutrino and sum over all SM neutrino chem-ical potentials (see Appendix). In the limit �i=T � 1the baryon and lepton densities are linear combinationsof these chemical potentials with the coe�cients whichdepend on the ratio of masses of the corresponding par-ticles to the temperature. We will take into account themasses of W -boson, t-quark, t0- and b0-quarks of thefourth generation and the fourth generation leptons Nand E, the masses of all the other components of theprimeval plasma can be neglected in comparison withTsph.Finally we have four equations for four unknownchemical potentials: two quantities are conserved underthe sphaleron transitions; we can choose them asB0 � L� L4 = 0;L� 3L4 = 3�: (37)The third equation is that of the electric neutrality ofthe primeval plasma, Q = 0, and, �nally, the sum ofthe chemical potentials of all the particles which areconverted into nothing by sphaleron (qqql of each gen-eration) equals zero. The values of masses of the 4thgeneration particles we take from paper [13] in whichthe �t to the electroweak observables for higgs massmH = 125GeV was performed and recent LHC boundson the masses of t0- and b0-quarks were taken into ac-count: mt0 = 634 GeV; mb0 = 600 GeV;mE = 107:6 GeV; mN = 57:8 GeV: (38)The dashed blue line in Fig. 3 corresponds to the caseof the unmixed fourth generation particles considered in[12]. The results for the case of the stronglymixed fourthgeneration quarks and the unmixed fourth generationleptons are shown by the solid green line. In order thatleptons,N , do not decay before the sphaleron freeze-out,which happens at tU � 10�10 s, the mixing angles of Nwith three light neutrinos should be small: �i < 10�5(N decays through four fermion interaction). Assumingsimilar bound � < 10�6, the existence of heavy Diracsequential neutrino with mN = (50�100)GeV is com-patible with the search at LEP II [14].According to the standard cosmological scenario non-relativistic matter started to dominate the cosmic en-ergy density at redshift z � 104. If we demand thatN should decay before that epoch, its life-time shouldbe su�ciently short, �N < 1013 s, from which we obtain�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The �nal baryon asymmetry versusthe initial asymmetry nB0=� as a function of sphaleronfreeze-out temperature Tsph for the unmixed fourth gener-ation is shown by a dashed (blue) line. It is analogous toFig. 2 from [12] but for mN = 57:8GeV, mE = 107:6 GeV,mt0 = 634GeV, mb0 = 600GeV. The �nal baryon asym-metry for the case of the mixed fourth generation quarksand the unmixed fourth generation leptons is shown by asolid (green) linethe lower bound � > 10�16. (Let us note that directsearches exclude N as a unique dark matter candidate[15].)A stronger bound on �N follows from the equilib-rium form of the energy spectrum of CMB. Accordingto Ref. [16] a large inux of energy into the usual cos-mological cosmic background would be thermalized if ittook place before z � 107. Otherwise the observed blackbody spectrum of CMB would be noticeably distorted.Since the precision of the spectral shape is at the levelof 10�4, only a very small distortion is permitted.The condition that N decays before or at z � 107demands �N < 106 s, or � > 10�13. If N indeed de-cays before z � 107, the contribution from its decay tothe energy density of CMB would be not larger than1% and the ratio of baryon to photon number densities�B � nB=n at BBN epoch and at CMB recombinationwould be slightly di�erent but in principle measurableby the light element abundances.More interesting and pronounced e�ect appears ifheavy quarks of the 4th generation are long-lived. Inthis case we cannot explain the large value of CPV inD decays but may explain the di�erence of �B at BBNepoch (�BBN) and at the recombination (�rec) which isprobably requested by the recent data on the light el-ement abundances [17]. If heavy baryons of the 4thgeneration decays after BBN but before the hydrogenrecombination, the number of light baryons in the co-moving volume at BBN would be di�erent from that at

the recombination. The ratio �BBN=�rec at these epochscould be either larger or smaller than unity dependingupon the value of the baryon asymmetry in the heavyquark sector and the energy inux to CMB from theheavy baryon decays. So in principle both rise or de-crease of �BBN is possible2).In the limit Tsph ! 0 heavy particles of the fourthgeneration are not produced: B4 = L4 = 0, B0 =L = 3�. In the physically interesting opposite limitTsph � mN the value of baryon asymmetry is nonzerosince the right-handed neutrinos of three light genera-tions are not produced in the primordial plasma violat-ing symmetry between the leptons of four generationswhich would occur at T � mN . The characteristic timeof the right-handed neutrino to thermalize is T=m2� andfor m� . 1 keV (which is valid for three light neutrinos)this time is longer than the Universe age, tU =MPl=T 2for T = Tsph � 200GeV [11].7. Conclusions. In Introduction we determinedwhat ratio of the penguin to the tree amplitudes ofD ! �+�� decay is needed to get the observed CPasymmetry. In Section 2 we found that the factorizationdescribes the tree amplitude with good accuracy; con-cerning the penguin amplitude it appears to be twentytimes smaller than one needs to describe the experimen-tal data on ACP. In Section 3 we demonstrated that inthe case of B ! �+K0 decay the factorization underes-timates the penguin amplitude by factor 2. In the case ofKS ! �+�� decay the penguin amplitude is enhancedby factor 2{3 in comparison with the factorization re-sult.Thus if con�rmed on larger statistics and future sys-tematics result (1) demands New Physics.In Section 5 we demonstrated that the fourth quark-lepton generation may enhance the penguin amplitudedescribing the experimental data. If the leptons of thefourth generation weakly mix with three light generationleptons, then the baryonic charge generated at high scaleescapes the erasure by sphalerons and survives till nowaccording to the results presented in Section 6.We are grateful to S.I. Blinnikov for the illuminatingdiscussion on the chemical potentials, to V.A. Rubakovfor the clarifying discussion on the baryon density inthe unbroken electroweak phase, and to J. Zupan forthe remark concerning D ! K0 �K0 decay. A.D., S.G.,and M.V. acknowledge the support of the grant of theRussian Federation government #11.G34.31.0047. S.G.2)Since both the value of �BBN and the number of light neutrinospecies inuence nucleosynthesis, the change in the value of �BBNcan be formulated as an additional (positive or negative) numberof light neutrino species [17].�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



326 A.D.Dolgov, S. I. Godunov, A.N.Rozanov, M. I. Vysotskyand M.V. are partially supported by the grants RFBR#11-02-00441, 12-02-00193 and by the grant #NSh-3172.2012.2. S.G. is partially supported by the grantRFBR #10-02-01398.Appendix. Below we derive equations used in Sec-tion 6 to �nd the dependence of the baryon asymmetryof the Universe on the sphaleron freeze-out temperature.In this Appendix we closely follow paper [12].Being interested in the values of the asymmetriesat sphaleron freeze-out temperature we should assumethat the electroweak phase transition already has oc-cured and the neutral Higgs boson condenses. That iswhy the Higgs boson chemical potential is zero. Some-times in the literature the baryon density in the elec-troweak unbroken phase is looked for. In this case theHiggs boson does not condense and its chemical poten-tial is nonzero. To �nd it an additional equation isneeded. It is provided by the condition that the den-sity of charges with which the massless bosons interactshould be zero, and in an unbroken phase there are twosuch charges: the hypercharge and the third projectionof a weak isospin. The baryon density in the unbro-ken phase is analyzed, for example, in book [18] andit di�ers from its value in a broken phase. Since theright-handed components of quarks and leptons emittingneutral Higgs transform to the left-handed componentsthe chemical potential of both components are equal:�uR = �uL � �u, �dR = �dL � �d, �eR = �eL � �e.The analogous relations are valid for the particles of thesecond and third families. The right-handed neutrinosof three light generations are not thermalized and shouldnot be taken into account (see the end of Sect. 6). Thefourth generation right-handed neutrinos, being heavy,rapidly thermalize: �NR = �NL � �N . The chemi-cal potentials of up and down weak isospin componentsare related by W� chemical potential: �d = �W + �u,�e = �W + �� , �E = �W + �N . Mixing of quarks offour families and leptons of three families equilibratesthe chemical potentials of the particles with the iden-tical gauge quantum numbers. As a result four inde-pendent chemical potentials remain: �u, �N , �W , and� � ��1 + ��2 + ��3 � 3�� .The particle number densities depend on their (Fermior Bose) statistics, temperature, chemical potential, andmasses. The chemical potential of an antiparticle is op-posite to that of the particle. The asymmetries and,hence, chemical potentials are very small. Expandingthe equilibrium integrals for the asymmetry over � weobtain:np = gp�2T 3 �T 1Zx ypy2 � x2 ey(1� ey)2 dy =

= 8>><>>: gpT 33 ��T ��b(x); if p is a boson;gpT 36 ��T ��f (x); if p is a fermion; (A:1)where gp is the number of the degrees of freedom of theparticle p (gq = gl = 2, g� = 1, gN = 2, gW = 3) andx = m=T . Functions �(x) are normalized in such a waythat �b(0) = �f (0) = 1. In what follows we take intoaccount the nonzero masses of the particles of the fourthgeneration, of t-quark, and of W -boson.The condition of electroneutrality of the primevalplasma looks as:Q = 3 � 23[2(�u + �c + �t + �t0)�u]�� 3 � 13[2(�d + �s + �b + �b0)(�W + �u)]�� 2[(�e + �� + �� )(�W + ��)]� 2�E(�W + �N )�� 3 � 2�W�W = 0; (A:2)(1 + 2�t + 2�t0 � �b0)�u��(6 + �b0 + �E + 3�W )�W � �� �E�N = 0: (A:3)Here and below we omit irrelevant factor T 2=6.The sphaleron transition converts qqql combinationof each generation into vacuum, which gives:12�u + 8�W + �+ �N = 0: (A:4)The remaining two equations are two superpositionsof B0, L, and L4 conserved under sphaleron transitionsthus being equal to their initial values. The expressionsfor these quantities look like:L4 = 2�E�E + 2�N�N = 2(�E + �N )�N + 2�E�W ;(A:5)L = 2(�e+��+�� )�e+(��e+���+��� )�3 = 3�+6�W ;(A:6)B0 = 2 � 3 � 13 [(�u + �c + �t + �t0)�u++(�d + �s + �b + �b0)�d] == 2(2 + �t + �t0)�u + 2(3 + �b0)(�u + �W ): (A:7)Thus we have four equations which determine thechemical potentials: (A.3), (A.4), and the remainingtwo:B0�L�L4 = 2(5+�t+�t0+�b0)�u+2(�b0��E)�W��3�� 2(�E + �N )�N = 0; (A:8)L� 3L4 = 6(1� �E)�W + 3�� 6(�E + �N )�N = 3�;(A:9)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 96 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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